
 

 

What Can I Expect in a Full-Circle Learning Workshop? 

Sample Outline of a Full-Circle Learning Training 

Full-Circle Learning’s (FCL’s) professional development 

workshops are available to schools, districts, or groups of schools 

in the vicinity of a regional trainer. For information on how to find 

the Full-Circle Learning facilitator nearest you, contact 

info@fullcirclelearning.org. The entire school should be present, 

for continuity or the systems and strategies presented to learners, 

rather than sending random teachers or representatives to a 

capacity-building workshop.  Another document in this section, 

Outline of Staff Meeting Agendas, offers principals and learning 

leaders ideas for reinforcing the training in follow-up meetings 

throughout the school year. 

For those who do not have access to a trainer or who want to 

study independently, you may invite a partner or a small cohort to 

form a discussion/practicum group and take the course Why We 

Learn, which in this section. If you can report your nine-week 

results to Full-Circle Learning, you will be acknowledged for 

having completed the course and, with evidence of practicum, can 

receive a certificate as a Full-Circle Learning practitioner.  

What to Expect at a Workshop 

The excellent FCL facilitators working today usually spend 

between three days and one week to guide a group of teachers 

through a professional development workshop. Support materials 

for a workshop can be found throughout the Educator section of 

this website. 

mailto:info@fullcirclelearning.org


(Print and slide presentations are available conveying the 

research behind the pedagogy in the course Why We Learn, and 

in the book, Fostering Future Leaders, as well as in the front 

pages of the sample lesson plan manuals, which also available as 

springboards for habit-of-heart units.) 

A full staff development introductory workshop includes the 

information in this sample agenda. 

Session 1: Owning a Vision 

1. Group members each introduce themselves to a neighboring 

guest, one by one, by first name and as a member of the 

human family, until everyone in the room has established 

their joint relationship. 

2. Circle in a Circle Activity: Ask, What do you wish for today’s 

children? (Each writes a private wish, then tells it to the 

group. Place wishes where they belong on the FCL wheel.) 

Ask, if we collectively implemented these wishes as one 

vision, what impacts would result for society within one 

generation? (Draw an outer circle and write group’s impact.) 

Session 2: Thinking about Theory 

3.  Define the Full-Circle Learning mission and vision and 

present the research underlying the “one human family” 

principles and strategies. Discuss the importance of working 

together to help learners connect their cognition and 

creativity to a compassionate, collaborative, common 

purpose. 

4. Local Education Standards: Discuss your national or 

regional syllabus and any features within the system or 

curriculum that align with the goals discussed so far. Explain 

that after learning the parameters of Full-Circle Learning 

curriculum design, the teachers will be given time to 



synchronize their current lesson plans with their FCL Units. 

The program is not either/or but a deeper, more 

contextualized version of a typical school curriculum. 

Session 3: Opening the Toolkit 

5. Consider: What is a habit-of-heart and why do we teach one 

habit as the theme of every learning unit? 

6. Community Needs and Resources: Present the tool for 

identifying community transformation goals that give purpose 

to learning. How will meeting that need help learners 

become change agents and humanitarians. How does the 

habit-of-heart, along with current academic skills, help the 

class achieve that goal? What guest presenter or field trip 

host can bring relevancy to the project? In other words, what 

human resources link the school to the community? Now you 

are ready to refine the vision. 

Part 2 FCL Curriculum Design Strategies 

1. The 13-S Steps: Acting on universal principles of effective 

learning, you can customize a unit plan that also responds to 

local community needs, cultural perspectives, and regional 

education standards. The habit-of-heart will run thematically 

throughout the unit and will guide learners toward positive 

community outcomes while creating purposeful bonds and 

motivating their desire to learn. 

2. Allow breakout groups to construct sample habit-of-heart 

units containing all 13 steps. They present their group’s unit 

plan at the end of the session. 

Part 3 Positive Classroom Practices 

1. Classroom Culture: Present strategies for influencing 

positive interactions and self-mastery in the classroom, 

including: 



- Code-of-Ethics and Mastery Charts 

- Naming Each Class based on its Altruistic Identity 

- Server Nominations 

- The Layer Cake 

- Preserving the culture of FCL through the three Ps 

- Conflict Bridge can move from the Academic Unit to 

Personal Use 

- Restorative Justice Pledge Sheets 

- Habits-of-Heart and Service Goals 

Allow time for groups to present samples of the various 

strategies to one another or to the larger group, to ensure 

best practices and clear understanding of effective uses. 

2. Integrated Assessment: Project Rubrics and Staff Rubrics 

that make the Habits integral to learning 

Challenge each group to develop an assessment rubric for 

the 13-S project it created. 

Part 4: Seeing the End from the Beginning 

1. Pacing Guides: Provide a template to integrate a Full-Circle 

Learning unit with a month of outcomes or expectations 

based on the government syllabus or framework for learning. 

(Teaching teams align the timing of academic topics to 

reinforce the needs of FCL projects or vice versa, moving 

unit themes as needed.) This process could take a full day. 

2. If time permits, allow teachers to prepare a pacing guide for 

a year and to write in the parent presenters and community 

presenters they will contact to help students achieve broader 

community transformation goals. 

3.  Teachers present their highlights to one another. 

Part 5: Transformative Learning 



1.  Collaboration and Leadership Skills: As time permits, 

present the unit on transformative learning.  

2. Also present the document Twenty Marks of a Full-Circle 

Learning School. Discuss the document. 

3. Take the schoolwide rubric, with each member reporting 

anonymous results to determine what skills the school most 

wants to strengthen. 

Anticipated Results 

Most facilitators who thoroughly study the material and engage 

with their schools experience positive results. The most recent 

evaluations submitted from a weeklong teacher training 

workshop, submitted by Zambian facilitator Eric Muleya on May 

12, 2021, resulted in the following results: 

A survey reflected the responses of surveys from 55 educators 

attending two workshops. The teachers were asked to respond, 

“very true,” “true,” “somewhat true” or “not true” to the question, “I 

feel inspired by some of the concepts we learned about how to 

give students a greater sense of vision and purpose. I also feel a 

greater sense of purpose and vision.” 

100% of the teachers responded “very true.”  

The teachers had the option of describing why the 

responded as they did. A summary of their reasons 

conveyed that the model: 

• has a holistic approach to education; 

• enhances their national curriculum; 

• can be easily integrated into their normal daily 

classroom delivery;   

• challenges learners to also showcase their innate 

skills which, as a result, motivate learners, as they 

are able to understand why they learn all the 



academic subjects and how they can wisely and 

practically apply their learned skills; 

• fosters teamwork; and  

• provides more than strategies on how to manage 

students in a classroom. 

Below: 

1. Zambian teachers gather at the end of their training. 

2. Daniel Johnson (in stripes) mentors teachers in the 13-S 

steps.) 

3. Gambian teachers give input on the question, What do I 

want for today’s generation of children? at a training 

arranged by facilitator Alagie NDow. 

4. Lead Africa Facilitator Christopher Swen conducts a site visit 

to a Girls United site. 

 

 

 



 


